
Editor’s Message 

 
Greetings Brothers, 

 

I am writing you today about our web portal and the e-Garnet & White. A good number 

of Brothers have logged onto the portal, and National has received some feedback for 

improvements which have been acted upon already. Still, I encourage all of you to 

habitually check the portal, reconnect and see what is going on with the National 

Fraternity. The e-Garnet & White is published four times a year, but we still post articles 

in the portal’s news section when we receive it so everyone is up to date between issues.  

 

There were some inquiries about the general use of the portal and guides. As a result we 

will be generating user guides on varying topics to help Brothers familiarize themselves 

with the new web portal. At the bottom of this message I will list what we intend to 

generate. If there is something you would like added to that list please feel free to email 

the suggestion to editor@alphachirho.org or hq@alphachirho.org.  

 

I am also announcing a contest regarding the e-Garnet and White banner! This will be a 

competition where the winners will have their images used as the banner for an e-Garnet 

& White issue. The top four chosen will be used for the next four issues, and honorable 

mentions may be used for other issues. The winning and honorable mention banners will 

also be displayed on the Alpha Chi Rho website. The deadline for submitting is June 11
th

, 

2011. Winners will be announced in the following issue of the e-Garnet & White. Images 

need to be in jpg or png format. Please include the image, your name and Chapter in the 

submitting e-mail. Images can have a maximum height of 197 pixels and a maximum 

width of 600 pixels. All image submissions also need to contain Garnet & White. Please 

send your submissions to editor@alphachirho.org. This is open to all Brothers. My hope 

is to hold this contest on an annual basis. 

 

In The Bond, 

  

Brother David Luckenbill (’05), ΩΦ 

Graduate Councillor 

National Editor 

 

Guides/Documentation 

 Finding and Adding Friends 

 Online Chat Features 

 Newsletters (Generating, Sending) 

 Chapter/Geographical Region/Statewide E-mails 

 Chapter News 

 Group Administration, Image Uploads 

 Removing Individual From Groups 

 Group and Personal Page Modifications 

 Blogs and Social Media Outlet Linking 

 Verification of e-Garnet & White and Foundation Focus subscription 
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